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92-94

Bouchard Père et Fils – Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru 2015
Musky aromas of white peach, lemon, lime and piquant tangerine peel,
complicated by a suggestion of crushed stone. Densely packed, chewy and
sappy, with integrated acidity and solid minerality giving the wine terrific
freshness and definition for its vintage. The broad, echoing finish features
an element of smoky minerality. Hints of rose and peony throughout give
this classically dry wine a light touch.

91-94

Bouchard Père et Fils – Chevalier-Montrachet La Cabotte Grand Cru 2015
Pale color. More closed on the nose than the "regular" Chevalier-Montrachet, with a metallic minerality that calls to mind a dry Riesling. Then very
rich, classically dry and youthfully unyielding on the palate, with apple,
pear, citrus and dusty stone flavors framed and lifted by terrific acidity.
Much less fleshy today than the first Chevalier but equally sappy, and best
right now on the slowly building, rising finish.

91-93

Bouchard Père et Fils – Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru 2015
Very pale color. Pungent aromas of apple, spices, toast, white flowers and
flinty minerality. Lovely fresh apricot fruit is given verve by enlivening acidity
and a touch of orange peel. In a very ripe, extract-rich style, finishing with a
slightly tannic impression and a touch of bitter orange. This would make a
great digestif. The crop level here was just 29 hectoliters per hectare as a
sizable percentage of these vines are 80 years old. This wine actually showed
a creamier, sweeter middle palate as it opened in the glass.

91-93

Bouchard Père et Fils – Montrachet Grand Cru 2015
Very ripe aromas and flavors of apple, pear, clove, cinnamon and musky
white flowers, with a hint of iodiney minerality. Dense and thick on entry,
but not at all heavy owing to enlivening spicy acidity.

90-92

Bouchard Père et Fils – Bâtard-Montrachet Grand Cru 2015
Perfumed scents of apple, pear and white flowers. A distinctly elegant,
delineated style of Batard, with a repeating floral quality in the mouth and
brisk but harmonious acidity that Weber says is due to the rich clay soil.
Not particularly open or nuanced yet but not musclebound or heavy. This
very youthful wine has the energy and lift to repay patience.
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89-92

Bouchard Père et Fils – Meursault Perrières 1er Cru 2015
The rockiest nose so far of these 2015s, with complicating notes of citrus
zest, pineapple and lime blossom. Fine-grained, nicely delineated and
adamantly dry; a mineral bath in the mouth, with a repeating note of pineapple. Finishes with good tactile, dusty length and slightly elevated alcohol.

89-91

Bouchard Père et Fils – Meursault Les Charmes 1er Cru 2015
Much sexier and more precise on the nose than the two Beaune premier crus,
with a note of musky pear. Not particularly large-scaled or expansive but
nicely smooth in the mouth, showing well-integrated acidity and conveying a
saline impression of dry extract. Finishes with good energy and grip. Made
from deep clay soil in the lower part of Charmes and harvested at the end.
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Bouchard Père et Fils – Meursault Genevrières 1er Cru 2015
Apple, spices and subtle smoky oak on the nose. Round, ripe flavors of
peach and pear are lifted by a note of lime blossom. Good energy here from
the higher-altitude parcel on chalkier soil. This wine normally shows more
minerality with bottle aging, notes Weber, but it's already suave and
fine-grained, with good inner-mouth lift. Among the higher-acid 2015
whites here, at 4.2 grams per liter.

Bouchard Père et Fils – Chassagne-Montrachet (M) 2015
More subdued on the nose than the Puligny-Montrachet, showing little
exotic character to the aromas and flavors of citrus fruits and white flowers.
Suave, firm-edged wine with good length and lift. This struck me as more
feminine in style than the Puligny but it's also a bit higher in alcohol.

